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Mobile working

Cordless screwdrivers, cordless drill/drivers
and drywall screwdrivers

Pneumatic nailers

Routers, planers, sanders

Benchtop saws

Saws

Woodworking tools with a system:
For trade and industry.

Precision with
a system –
Professional
power tools for
woodworking.
For 125 years, the name “Bosch” has stood for
innovative technology and for masterful tools
and accessories. Engineers in four European
Bosch woodworking competence centres
always c
 onsider the needs of professionals in
the woodworking trade when developing our
professional blue products.
This results in a fully harmonised range
comprising tools and accessories that are
designed to suit each other and be combined
with each other perfectly.
We therefore offer not only leading machines
in terms of technical features, we also offer
complete solutions for woodworking.
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Professional saws
from Bosch –
the highest standard
in power and
precision.
Cutting filigree mouldings to size, trimming resilient
worktops, cutting boards to length, mounting
windproof roof panels, installing load-bearing
beams – these are just some of the challenges that
you master on a daily basis. And with the help of
the precise and reliable professional saws from
Bosch, you will achieve unparalleled quality.

ff Jigsaws P. 6
ff Hand-held circular saws P. 10
ff Plunge circular saw P. 12
ff Sabre saws P. 14
ff Multicutters P. 16
ff Overview of saw blades P. 18
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Power and precision
from the inventor of the jigsaw.
More innovation, more precision, more flexibility, more power, longer lifetime.
You shouldn’t expect anything less.

The golden double roller guarantees maximum precision.
The new GST 140 CE and BCE Professional jigsaws offer a new standard for
precision work. The patented double roller aligns with the actual position of
the saw blade to enable optimum, high-precision guidance of the saw blade.
The saw blade is also prevented from bending or wobbling – for perfect
work results.

NEW! GST 140 CE and BCE Professional jigsaws
The new standard in precision
ff High-precision saw blade guidance due to patented double roller reduces saw blade
bending – for excellent cut precision
ff Tool-free, secure-fitting saw blade changing system (SDS) prevents the saw blade from
wobbling to ensure maximum surface quality
ff Compact, lightweight design with small grip circumference enables optimum control
when sawing

NEW! GST 140 CE
Professional

NEW! GST 140 BCE
Professional

Rated power input (W)

720

720

Cutting depth in wood (mm)

140

140

Cutting depth in aluminium (mm)

20

20

Cutting depth in unalloyed steel (mm)

10

10

Part number with L-BOXX 110V

–

0 601 515 060

Part number with L-BOXX 240V

0 601 514 070

0 601 515 070

SSP Ex Vat with L-BOXX

£206.00

£206.00

Information about the professional blue power tools and about accessories can be found at www.bosch-professional.co.uk
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GST 150 CE and BCE Professional jigsaws
The most powerful tools in their price class
ff High power reserves, even in hard and thick beams, due to powerful
and overload-capable 780-watt motor
ff Extremely robust and bend-resistant base plate for the toughest jobs
ff High cutting precision due to new saw blade clamping system

Bend resistance of the base plate in comparison to other jigsaws
100%

Bend-resistant base plate for
the toughest jobs.
The base plate of the GST 150
Professional is extremely robust

65%

and bend-resistant. It is considerably

54%

sturdier than those on comparable

41%

tools. The base plate does not
bend until the force of over 130 kg
is applied to it.

Competitor A

Competitor B

Competitor C

GST 150 CE / BCE
Professional

GST 150 CE
Professional

GST 150 BCE
Professional

NEW! GST 90 BE
Professional

Rated power input (W)

780

780

650

Cutting depth in wood (mm)

150

150

90

Cutting depth in aluminium (mm)

20

20

20

Cutting depth in unalloyed steel (mm)

10

10

10

Part number 110V

0 601 512 060

0 601 513 060

0 601 58F 060

Part number 240V

0 601 512 070

0 601 513 070

0 601 58F 070

SSP Ex Vat

£133.00

£133.00

£113.00

Information about the professional blue power tools and about accessories can be found at www.bosch-professional.co.uk
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The Bosch system for professional jigsaws.
The optimum solution for woodworking tasks is systematic: cleverly
coordinated tools and matching consumable and system accessories.
Always one idea ahead and perfectly combinable.

Bosch is the inventor of the jigsaw, and the reinventor,

The Bosch circle cutter / guide rail adapter is the perfect

because since building the GEB 1 more than 60 years

addition to all jigsaws. You can use it both to cut circular

ago, we have continually enhanced the principle. Today

holes and – in combination with an FSN Professional

you have the choice between different models that are

guide rail – to make clean straight cuts with absolute

designed to perfectly suit all application ranges and

precision.

that have one thing above all in common with the original
jigsaw: they truly enrich your everyday work.

A powerful and flexible dust extraction system
guarantees clean working. The hose and adapter are

For example, the new GST 140 CE and BCE Professional

rotatable and can be fitted to the tool in a way that

jigsaws set an impressive new standard for precise work:

does not restrict the work area. The entire device is

the patented double roller reduces saw blade bending

also very quick and easy to fit.

and straying to ensure excellent cut precision.
To also ensure that you always have everything under
“Extra-Clean for Wood” saw blades – a Bosch

control when you are on the move, we offer you the

innovation – ensure tear-free cut edges and impressive

L-BOXX, which is an intelligent solution for the transport

cut quality.

and storage of your tools and accessories. The L-BOXX
is available in four sizes, it is made of impact-resistant
plastic, has a load-bearing capacity of up to 100 kg,
is splash-protected, and it is equipped with Easy Click
system and an individually configurable interior.

“We are constantly in contact with various different user groups,
in order to meet their requirements. When developing the new
‘Extra-Clean for Wood’ line, we spoke to numerous joiners and
incorporated their impressions and their suggestions for
improvement. We merged these inputs with our sophisticated
manufacturing process to develop a unique saw blade line. In
the end, we have launched a product onto the market that sets
a new standard with regards to cut quality and tear-free edges.”
Marzell Chanton – plant manager for jigsaw blades, St. Niklaus, Switzerland

Information about the professional blue power tools and about accessories can be found at www.bosch-professional.co.uk
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The Bosch system for professional jigsaws.
1. J
 igsaw blades

3. D
 ust extraction adapter

4. L-BOXX

1. Jigsaw blades

Part number

SSP Ex Vat

Precision for Wood T144DP*

2 608 633 A35

£9.50

Precision for Wood T301BCP*

2 608 633 A37

£13.61

Extra-Clean for Wood T308B*

2 608 663 751

£11.93

Extra-Clean for Wood T308BO*

2 608 663 868

£11.93

2. Circle cutter / guide rail adapter

Part number

SSP Ex Vat

Circle cutter / guide rail adapter

2 608 040 292

£11.56

3. Dust extraction adapter

Part number

SSP Ex Vat

Dust extraction adapter for GST 140 Professional

2 605 510 301

£7.65

4. L-BOXX

Part number

SSP Ex Vat

L-BOXX 136

2 608 438 692

£45.43

*Part numbers and price are each for a set of 5

Information about the professional blue power tools and about accessories can be found at www.bosch-professional.co.uk

Accessories for the perfect cut

2. C
 ircle cutter /
guide rail adapter
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Powerful and comfortable
even in continuous use –
the Bosch hand-held circular saw G-models.
Optimised for guide rails, specially developed for the building trade and tough in use: professional
Bosch hand-held circular saws. Their robustness, compact dimensions and low weight with high
performance set standards in their segment.

NEW! GKS 55 GCE and 85 G Professional
hand-held circular saws
The powerhouses – optimised for guide rails
ff Exact interplay with the new Bosch FSN Professional
guide rail system and with rails from other suppliers
ff Mitre cuts with the guide rail are possible without an
adapter
ff Fast sawing progress due to powerful motors

NEW! GKS 55 GCE
Professional

NEW! GKS 85 G
Professional
2200

Rated power input (W)

1350

Cutting depth at 90° (mm)

55

85

Saw blade diameter (mm)

160

235

Weight (kg)

3.9

7.8

Part number with L-BOXX 110V

–

0 601 57A 961

Part number with L-BOXX 240V

0 601 664 971

0 601 57A 971

SSP Ex Vat with L-BOXX

£228.00

£249.00

Information about the professional blue power tools and about accessories can be found at www.bosch-professional.co.uk
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The fast way to achieve a straight cut.
A good example of system strength and perfect interaction
between tool and accessory: the new Bosch hand-held
circular saw G-models have been specially optimised for use
with guide rails. The guide rail system enables rapid
completion of precise, straight cuts. The FSN VEL Professional
connecting piece can be used to connect rails of different
lengths precisely, sturdily and quickly. The FSN WAN
Professional angle guide helps to align the guide rails
precisely and at accurate angles on the workpiece.

3,100 mm

2,100 mm

1,600 mm

1,100 mm

800 mm

NEW! FSN 800, FSN 1100, FSN 1600,
FSN 2100 and FSN 3100 Professional guide rails
Rail technology for exact guidance
ff The rails remain exactly straight, even when using an extended rail, due to the
self-aligning connecting piece
ff VEL connecting piece for quick and sturdy connection of guide rails
ff Anti-splinter guard for clean cut edges and non-slip strips for secure handling

NEW! FSN 800
Professional

NEW! FSN 1100
Professional

NEW! FSN 1600
Professional

NEW! FSN 2100
Professional

NEW! FSN 3100
Professional

NEW! FSN VEL
Professional
(connecting piece)

Part number

1 600 Z00 005

1 600 Z00 006

1 600 Z00 00F

1 600 Z00 007

1 600 Z00 008

1 600 Z00 009

SSP Ex Vat

£61.00

£77.00

£93.00

£144.00

£187.00

£51.00

NEW! FSN WAN
Professional
(angle guide)

NEW! FSN SZW
Professional
(G-clamps)

NEW! FSN KK
Professional
(plastic caps)

NEW! FSN SS
Professional
(anti-splinter guard)

NEW! FSN HB
Professional
(non-slip strip)

Part number

1 600 Z00 00A

1 600 Z00 00B

1 600 Z00 00C

1 600 Z00 00D

1 600 Z00 00E

SSP Ex Vat

£100.00

£41.00

£10.00

£19.00

£19.00

Information about the professional blue power tools and about accessories can be found at www.bosch-professional.co.uk
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Precision and power –
the new plunge circular saw for a clean cut.
The Bosch plunge circular saw – the expert for cutting panel materials and wooden materials.
The high-quality components of this saw and the optimum coordination with the new Bosch guide
rail system ensure excellent cut quality.

NEW! GKT 55 GCE Professional plunge circular saw
Delivers power and precision to give you a clean cut
ff Clean, precise cuts due to high-quality machine components, precision saw blade and matching guide
rail system
ff Comfortable working, especially indoors, due to highly efficient dust extraction and noise-reducing
saw blade
ff Adjustable speed, powerful 1400-watt motor and Constant Electronic for cutting different materials
such as wood, panel materials, aluminium and acrylic glass
NEW! GKT 55 GCE Professional
Rated power input (W)

1400

Cutting depth at 90° (mm)

57

Saw blade diameter (mm)

165

Weight (kg)

4.7

Part number with L-BOXX 110V
Part number with L-BOXX 240V
Part number with L-BOXX and
FSN 1600 Professional guide rail

0
0
0
1

SSP Ex Vat
Price with L-BOXX and guide rail
FSN 1600 Professional

£338.00
£373.00

601
601
601
600

675 061
675 071
675 061 / 71 &
Z00 00F

The Bosch system for the professional plunge circular saw.
Precise work results with the new Bosch plunge circular saw and the
matching system accessories.
The Top Precision Best for Wood saw blades are

StabilteQ is a technology that uses polyurethane-filled

optimised for the highest demands. They are laser-cut

damping slots to reduce vibration. For you this means

from premium steel (up to HRC 46) – so they stand

increased precision and more comfort. Noise development

for high precision and no blade warping.

is also reduced. Laser-cut expansion slots additionally
ensure high blade stability and accuracy.

Special carbide teeth made of MicroteQ, a carbide
powder with microfine grains, minimise wear on the

The FSN guide rail system is the perfect addition for

cutting edges – for the best cut quality and extremely

maximum precision, enabling you to make exact cuts of

long lifetime. CleanteQ is a special chrome coating

any length. When your work is done, you can store and

that reduces the adhesion of residues. It therefore

transport your saw quickly and safely in the matching

protects the blade against corrosion and also keeps

L-BOXX.

it cool.

Information about the professional blue power tools and about accessories can be found at www.bosch-professional.co.uk
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The Bosch system for the professional plunge circular saw.
1. Saw blades

Accessories for a clean cut

2. Guide rails

3. L-BOXX

1. Saw blades

Part number

SSP Ex Vat

Top Precision Best for Wood circular saw blade 165 x 20 x 48T

2 608 642 384

£73.41

Top Precision Best for Wood circular saw blade 165 x 20 x 20T

2 608 642 385

£51.90

Top Precision Best for Wood circular saw blade 165 x 20 x 32T

2 608 642 386

£59.02

Top Precision Best for Multi Material circular saw blade 165 x 20 x 56T

2 608 642 387

£111.89

Top Precision Best for Multi Material circular saw blade 165 x 20 x 48T

2 608 642 388

£111.89

2. Guide rails

Part number

SSP Ex Vat

FSN 800 Professional (800 mm)

1 600 Z00 005

£61.00

FSN 1100 Professional (1,100 mm)

1 600 Z00 006

£77.00

FSN 1600 Professional (1,600 mm)

1 600 Z00 00F

£93.00

FSN 2100 Professional (2,100 mm)

1 600 Z00 007

£144.00

FSN 3100 Professional (3,100 mm)

1 600 Z00 008

£187.00

3. L-BOXX

Part number

SSP Ex Vat

L-BOXX 374

2 608 438 694

£66.75

Information about the professional blue power tools and about accessories can be found at www.bosch-professional.co.uk
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Powerful, ergonomic and robust –
the new Bosch sabre saws.
Bosch sabre saws impress with their powerful motors and ergonomic design.
This enables them to master every task quickly and reliably.

Bosch sabre saw blades for
every material.
Brick, metal, iron, aluminium,
wood and plastic – Bosch’s
sabre saw blades make better
cuts in every material. The SDS
system on Bosch sabre saws
makes it possible to change the
saw blade in seconds.

NEW! GSA 1100 E Professional sabre saw
Optimum visibility in any work situation
ff Integrated LEDs for a better view of the workpiece
ff Powerful 1100-watt motor for fast sawing progress
ff Metal hook for hanging up the tool during a work break

Information about the professional blue power tools and about accessories can be found at www.bosch-professional.co.uk
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High performance with
anti-vibration system.
The new GSA 1300 PCE
Professional offers a powerful
1300 watts – and the lowest
vibration in its class. This is made
possible by the anti-vibration
system, which consists of an
anti-vibration handle and mass
balance in the tool. For you
this means low-fatigue working,
even in continuous use.

NEW! GSA 1300 PCE Professional sabre saw
Lowest vibration in its class – and a powerful 1300 watts
ff For low-fatigue working: anti-vibration handle and mass balance
ff 1300-watt high-performance motor with Constant Electronic for the toughest
applications
ff Pendulum stroke for fast sawing progress

NEW! GSA 1100 E
Professional

NEW! GSA 1300 PCE
Professional

Rated power input (W)

1100

1300

Saw, stroke length (mm)

28

28

No-load stroke rate (spm)

2,700

2,900

Weight (kg)

3.9

4.1

Part number 110V

0 601 64C 860

0 601 64E 260

Part number 240V

0 601 64C 870

0 601 64E 270

SSP Ex Vat

£134.00

£197.00

Information about the professional blue power tools and about accessories can be found at www.bosch-professional.co.uk
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Unlimited applications –
Bosch multicutters. The blue problem solvers.
The name says it all: Bosch multicutters stand for perfect trimming, adjusting and repairing.
Comprehensive accessories enable countless possible applications and are fitted in just a few moves.
“Developing new accessories for our oscillating multitools (OMT) is as versatile as the
applications themselves. I’m constantly in contact with our product marketing,
multicutter engineering, quality control and production, in order to develop a perfectly
coordinated system for our professional customers. There’s no better feeling than
hearing the customer say that the tool and accessory worked together impeccably.”
Daniel Grolimund, head of OMT accessories development, Solothurn, Switzerland

GOP 10,8 V-LI Professional
cordless multicutter
Perfect trimming, adjusting, repairing
ff Wide range of applications such as plunge cuts,
flush sawing and sanding due to comprehensive range
of accessories
ff Excellent handling due to compact design and weight
of only 1.0 kg

NEW! GOP 300 SCE Professional multicutter
Accessory changes in no time
ff SDS system for fast, tool-free changing of accessories
with maximum convenience
ff Powerful 300-watt motor with Constant Electronic for
constant work progress in every application
ff Slim grip circumference for more comfortable working

ff Up to 20,000 oscillations per minute for the same profes-

in precision applications and in continuous use

sional performance as comparable mains-powered tools

Battery voltage (V)

GOP 10,8 V-LI Professional

GOP 250 CE Professional

NEW! GOP 300 SCE Professional

10.8

–

–

Battery capacity (Ah Premium)

1.3

–

–

Rated power input (W)

–

250

300

No-load speed (rpm)

5,000 – 20,000

8,000 – 20,000

8,000 – 20,000

Weight (kg)

1.0 (including battery)

1.3

1.7

Part number 110V
with L-BOXX & 8 accessories
Part number 240V
with L-BOXX & 8 accessories
Part number 110V
with L-BOXX & 48 accessories
Part number 240V
with L-BOXX & 48 accessories TBC

0 601 858 00C (Body Only, w/o charger
or batteries. Carton with L
 -BOXX inlay)
0 601 858 077
(2 x 1.3 Ah batteries)
0 601 858 078
(2 x 1.3 Ah batteries + 36 accessories)

0 601 230 060
(Carton with L-BOXX inlay)
0 601 230 070
(Carton with L-BOXX inlay)

–

0 601 230 071

0 601 230 572

SSP Ex Vat
with L-BOXX and 8 accessories
with L-BOXX and 48 accessories
Body Only

£146.00
£206.00
£104.00
£99.00

£116.00
£169.00
–
–

£197.00
£228.00
–
–

0 601 230 061

Information about the professional blue power tools and about accessories can be found at www.bosch-professional.co.uk

0 601 230 561
0 601 230 571
0 601 230 562
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Accessories for Bosch multicutters.

Tile and bathroom
renovation

Flooring work

Trimming and adjustment
work

For all work with insulation
materials and sealants

Automobile and ship building

2 608 661 757
HM-RIFF, 70 mm

2 608 661 689
Diamond-RIFF,
85 mm

2 608 661 633
BIM, 100 mm

2 608 661 636
BIM-TiN, 85 mm

2 608 661 781
BIM, 65 x 40 mm

2 608 661 644
BIM, 28 x 50 mm

2 608 661 693
BIM, 100 mm

2 608 661 758
BIM-TiN, 85 mm

2 608 661 759
BIM-TiN, 65 mm

2 608 661 642
HM-RIFF, 85 mm

2 608 661 692
HM-RIFF, 65 mm

2 608 661 643
HCS, 85 mm

2 608 661 781
BIM, 65 x 40 mm

2 608 661 645
BIM, 32 x 40 mm

2 608 661 637
HCS,
32 x 40 mm

2 608 661 647
HCS,
52 x 38 mm

2 608 661 760
BIM-TiN, 85 mm

2 608 661 761
BIM-TiN, 65 mm

2 608 661 648
HM-RIFF, 78 mm

2 608 661 644
BIM, 28 x 50 mm

2 608 661 760
BIM-TiN, 85 mm

2 608 661 693
BIM, 100 mm

2 608 661 638
HCS,
20 x 30 mm

2 608 661 639
HCS,
10 x 30 mm

2 608 661 689
Diamond-RIFF,
85 mm

2 608 661 692
HM-RIFF,
65 mm

2 608 661 688
BIM, 32 x 30 mm

2 608 661 640
BIM, 20 x 20 mm

2 608 661 647
HCS, 52 x 38 mm

2 608 661 646
HCS

2 608 661 688
BIM, 32 x 30 mm

2 608 661 640
BIM, 20 x 20 mm

2 608 607 542
93 mm

2 608 604 494
2 608 604 495

2 608 661 641
BIM, 10 x 20 mm

2 608 661 758
BIM-TiN, 85 mm

2 608 604 496

2 608 613 016

2 608 661 759
BIM-TiN, 65 mm

2 608 661 636
BIM-TiN, 85 mm

2 608 607 541
93 mm

2 608 607 543
93 mm

2 608 607 540
93 mm

OIS applies to all
accessories shown

2 608 661 691
HCS,
28 x 50 mm

Information about the professional blue power tools and about accessories can be found at www.bosch-professional.co.uk
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Overview –
professional saws and matching accessories
from Bosch.
The professional range offers the matching accessory for every application – for tear-free curved cuts
in wood, for cutting thick wooden beams to length and for fast work progress when cutting metal.

Which power tool?

Your requirement?

Which material?

Our recommendation

Product example

Jigsaws

Tear-free straight cuts

Hardwood

Extra-Clean for Hard Wood

T 308 BF

Tear-free curved cuts

Hardwood

Extra-Clean for Hard Wood

T 308 BOF

Highest possible precision

Hardwood

Precision for Wood

T 301 BCP

Fastest possible
work progress

Hardwood

Speed for Hard Wood

T 144 DF

Tear-free straight cuts

Softwood

Extra-Clean for Wood

T 308 B

Tear-free curved cuts

Softwood

Extra-Clean for Wood

T 308 BO

Highest possible precision

Softwood

Precision for Wood

T 301 BCP

Fastest possible
work progress

Softwood

Speed for Wood

T 144 D

Clean cuts

Synthetics –
CORIAN, VARIOCOR

Special for Synthetics

T 301 CHM

Clean cuts

Synthetics – GRP / EPOXY

Special for Synthetics

T 301 CHM

Highest possible precision

Synthetics – GRP / EPOXY

Special for Fibre and Plaster

T 141 HM

Fastest possible
work progress

Synthetics – GRP / EPOXY

Special for Fibre and Plaster

T 141 HM

Highest possible precision

Composite – Countertop

Precision for Wood

T 301 BCP

Highest possible precision

Composite – Sandwich material

Flexible for Metal-Sandwich

T 718 BF

Highest possible precision

Composite – Insulation materials Special for Soft-Material

T 313 AW

Fastest possible
work progress

Metal

Speed for Metal

T 121 AF

Fastest possible
work progress

Aluminium

Special for Alu

T 127 D

Fastest possible
work progress

Stainless steel

Special for Inox

T 118 EHM

Fastest possible
work progress

Multi Material

Progressor for
Wood and Metal

T 345 XF

Information about the professional blue power tools and about accessories can be found at www.bosch-professional.co.uk
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Which power tool?

Your requirement?

Which material?

Our recommendation

Product example

Sabre saws

Smallest possible cutting
depth

Metal

Flexible for Metal

S 522 BF

Plunge circular saw

Hand-held circular saws

Sawing flush to the wall

Metal

Flexible for Metal

S 1122 BF

Smooth, low-vibration
sawing

Metal

Heavy for Metal

S 1125 VF

Demolition

Metal

Heavy for Metal

S 1120 CF

Fastest possible
work progress

Metal

Progressor for Metal

S 123 XF

Highest possible precision

Metal

Endurance for HeavyMetal

S 1136 BEF

Smallest possible cutting
depth

Wood with metal

Flexible for Wood and Metal

S 511 DF

Sawing flush to the wall

Wood with metal

Flexible for Wood and Metal

S 1122 HF

Smooth, low-vibration
sawing

Wood with metal

Flexible for Wood and Metal

S 1122 VF

Demolition

Wood with metal

Heavy for Wood and Metal

S 1110 VF

Fastest possible work
progress

Wood with metal

Progressor for
Wood and Metal

S 3456 XF

Longest possible lifetime

Wood with metal

Heavy for Wood and Metal

S 1110 VF

Cutting firewood

Wood

Top for Wood

S 1542 K

Clean cuts

Wood

Top for Wood

S 644 D

Smooth, low-vibration
sawing

Wood

Progressor for Wood

S 2345 X

High precision

Wood and wooden materials

Top Precision Best for Wood
165 x 20 x 48T

2 608 642 384

Fast rip and cross cuts in
wood

Wood and wooden materials

Top Precision Best for Wood
165 x 20 x 32T

2 608 642 386

Fast rip cuts in wood

Wood and wooden materials

Top Precision Best for Wood
165 x 20 x 20T

2 608 642 385

Cutting aluminium

Multi Material

Top Precision Best for
Multi Material 165 x 20 x 56T

2 608 642 387

Cutting laminate, plastics,
acrylic

Multi Material

Top Precision Best for
Multi Material 165 x 20 x 48T

2 608 642 388

Good quality in standard
applications in wood

Wood

Optiline Wood 160 x 20 x 24T

2 608 641 171

Optiline Wood 190 x 30 x 24T

2 608 641 185

Fast rip and cross cuts

Wood

Optiline Wood 230 x 30 x 36T

2 608 640 628

Speedline Wood 160 x 20 x 18T

2 608 640 787

Speedline Wood 190 x 30 x 24T

2 608 640 801

Speedline Wood 235 x 30 x 30T

2 608 640 807
2 608 640 503

Applications in various
materials

Multi Material

Multi Material 160 x 20 x 42T
Multi Material 190 x 30 x 54T

2 608 640 509

Coarse cuts through
construction site timber

Wood

Construct Wood 235 x 30 x 16T

2 608 640 636

Information about the professional blue power tools and about accessories can be found at www.bosch-professional.co.uk
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Bosch benchtop
saws –
master every
requirement.
Bosch benchtop saws combine high power with
exceptional precision. With their high-torque
motors and high-quality features – e.g. integrated
laser – they enable fast, precise work in every
type of wood. This is why they are used wherever
powerful, accurate and high-quality work is
required.

ff Gliding mitre saw P. 22
ff Mitre saw P. 23
ff Combination saw P. 23
ffTable saws P. 26
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Maximum efficiency in every job –
powerful professional benchtop saws.
Sawing panels, planks and boards, and cutting bevels and angles is no problem for the Bosch
benchtop saw range. They work quickly and extremely precisely thanks to their powerful motors and
integrated laser guide (on the GCM 12 GDL Professional and GTM 12 Professional).

A WORLD FIRST! GCM 12 GDL Professional double bevel gliding mitre saw
Sawing like never before: extremely smooth with lasting precision
ff Lasting precision due to innovative, maintenance-free and extremely robust guide arm
ff Frictionless slide mechanism ensures very easy sawing without loss of power
ff Accurate cuts and maximum cut quality due to integrated double line laser and “Top Precision
Best for Wood” saw blade

A WORLD FIRST! GCM 12 GDL Professional
Rated power input (W)

2000

Saw blade diameter (mm)

305

Mitre setting (°L / °R)

52 / 60

Bevel setting (°L / °R)

47

Max. cutting capacity at 0° (mm)

104 x 341 (110 mm with spacer)

Weight (kg)

32.1

Part number 110V

0 601 B23 660

Part number 240V

0 601 B23 670

SSP Ex Vat

£799.00

Information about the professional blue power tools and about accessories can be found at www.bosch-professional.co.uk
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NEW! GCM 10 J Professional mitre saw
Powerful and compact

GTM 12 Professional combination saw
Multi-talented tool with 100% precision

ff Powerful 2000-watt motor – for precise work in a wide

ff Table saw and mitre saw in one tool

variety of materials

ff Precise work with integrated laser

ff Very compact design, low weight (14.5 kg) and

ff Powerful 1800-watt motor for fast work

integrated handle for easy transport

progress up to 95 mm cutting depth in

ff Extremely long lifetime due to robust construction and

hardwood*

dust-resistant motor technology

*in the mitre saw function

GCM 12 GDL Professional: extremely smooth
due to innovative guide arm.
The innovative slide mechanism, which is
operated by a robust die-cast aluminium glide
arm, ensures extremely smooth movement and
lasting precision. The glide arm is ball bearing
mounted, absolutely maintenance-free and
ensures smooth sawing comfort from the first
to the last minute the tool is used.

NEW! GCM 10 J Professional

GTM 12 Professional

Rated power input (W)

2000

1800

Saw blade diameter (mm)

254

305

Mitre setting (°L / °R)

47 / 47

48 / 48

Bevel setting (°L / °R)

47 / 2

47 / 2

Max. cutting capacity at 0° (mm)

89 x 130

95 x 151 (in mitre saw function)

Weight (kg)

14.5

22.0

Part number 110V

0 601 B20 260

0 601 B15 060

Part number 240V

0 601 B20 270

0 601 B15 070

SSP Ex Vat

£279.00

£490.00

Information about the professional blue power tools and about accessories can be found at www.bosch-professional.co.uk
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The Bosch system for professional blue benchtop saws.
You can complete any task with the right blade. Optimum dust removal
perfects the professional workplace.
Excellent cut quality and a clean workplace:

Best for Laminate: For the perfect cut in all laminate

it especially depends on the saw blades. And on

floorings, with or without sound-dampening layer.

reliable dust extraction.
Best for Multi Material: A most versatile blade thanks
Top Precision saw blades – Top results in every cut

to a particularly thin kerf for easier sawing and less

and blade longevity are a must for every saw blade.

wastage. A special tooth geometry with negative hook

The q
 uality of the carbide used to produce the teeth

angle ensures perfect cuts.

of a saw blade is an essential success factor for a very
high-quality product. Bosch is the only manufacturer

The GAS 50 M Professional wood extractor ensures

to p
 roduce its own carbide powder. Using precise

ideal dust removal at the workplace around your

mixture of cobalt (for its extreme robustness), titanium

benchtop saw. The Plus-Clean electromagnetic filter

(for its anticorrosive properties) and tungsten (for its

cleaning system guarantees permanent suction power.

hardness), we create different blends specifically

Its remote automatic switching also provides you with

optimised for the applications. This enables maximum

additional convenience.

lifetime and o
 ptimum cut quality to be achieved.
GTA 3800 Professional, the flexible saw stand for long
Top Precision Best for Wood: Perfect, clean cuts in

workpieces, enables precise work with long workpieces

all wooden materials. Ideal for table saws, mitre saws

and fits all Bosch mitre saws and combination saws.

and sliding mitre saws. Particularly smooth running,
considerably less noise, noticeably reduced vibration –
and extremely long life.

Information about the professional blue power tools and about accessories can be found at www.bosch-professional.co.uk
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The Bosch system for professional blue benchtop saws.

2. G
 AS 50 M Professional wood
extractor

3. G
 TA 3800 Professional saw stand

1. Saw blades

Part number

SSP Ex Vat

Expert for Wood (mitre saws)
216 mm, 30 mm, 2.3 / 1.8 mm, 48 teeth
254 mm, 30 mm, 2.3 / 1.8 mm, 60 teeth
305 mm, 30 mm, 2.3 / 1.8 mm, 72 teeth

2 608 642 101
2 608 642 102
2 608 642 103

£N/A
£N/A
£97.23

Top Precision Best for Wood (table saws)
250 mm, 30 mm, 3.2 / 2.2 mm, 60 teeth

2 608 642 112

£N/A

Best for Laminate (mitre saws)
216 mm, 30 mm, 2.5 / 1.8 mm, 60 teeth
254 mm, 30 mm, 2.5 / 1.8 mm, 84 teeth
305 mm, 30 mm, 2.5 / 1.8 mm, 96 teeth

2 608 642 133
2 608 642 135
2 608 642 137

£112.55
£138.22
£164.89

Expert for Multi Material
216 mm, 30 mm, 2.3 / 1.8 mm, 64 teeth
254 mm, 30 mm, 2.3 / 1.8 mm, 80 teeth
305 mm, 30 mm, 2.3 / 1.8 mm, 96 teeth

2 608 642 097
2 608 642 098
2 608 642 099

£N/A
£N/A
£135.17

2. Wood extractor*

Part number

SSP Ex Vat

GAS 50 M Professional

0 601 988 103

£N/A

3. Saw stand

Part number

SSP Ex Vat

GTA 3800 Professional

0 601 B24 000

£199.00

*GAS 50 M is not available in the UK

Information about the professional blue power tools and about accessories can be found at www.bosch-professional.co.uk

Accessories for excellent cut quality

1. S
 aw blades
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Sawing large work materials isn’t even a small problem.
The table widener and extension (on the right and on the back)
enable stable sawing of even large workpieces with the GTS 10 XC
Professional. Large support surfaces ensure safe and comfortable
sawing. The 2100-watt powerful motor is additionally protected by
an electronics package and has the required power reserves to also
saw boards up to 79 mm thick.

NEW! GTS 10 XC Professional table saw
The versatile tool with a powerful 2100 watts
ff Powerful 2100-watt motor with motor brake, starting current limitation, overload protection and
Constant Electronic for the toughest applications
ff Versatile due to integrated slide carriage as well as table widener and table extension
ff Tool-free lowering of the riving knife

GTA 6000 Professional saw stand
suitable for GTS 10 XC Professional

NEW! GTS 10 XC Professional
Rated power input (W)

2100

Saw blade diameter (mm)

254

Table size (mm)

584 x 759

Bevel setting (°L / °R)

47 / 1

Max. cutting capacity at 0° (mm)

Table size (mm)

750 x 670

Weight with / without accessories (kg) –
Weight (kg)

12.5

635 (right) / 250 (left)

Length of saw stand
with extension (mm)

–

Weight (kg)

35

Height of saw stand (mm)

602

Part number 110V

0 601 B30 460

Part number

0 601 B24 100

Part number 240V

0 601 B30 470

SSP Ex Vat

£119.00

SSP Ex Vat

£669.00

Information about the professional blue power tools and about accessories can be found at www.bosch-professional.co.uk
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NEW! GTS 10 J Professional table saw
Extremely compact and powerful
ff Powerful 1800-watt motor with starting current limitation and overload protection for fast work progress
ff Compact design and many grip areas for optimum transport
ff Tool-free lowering of the riving knife

Fast transport – fast cutting.
Due to its compact frame design and low
weight, the GTS 10 J Professional is extremely
handy and easy to transport. All necessary
accessories, e.g. the protective guard and the
parallel guide, are securely stored on the
machine. The GTS 10 J Professional is therefore
the ideal tool for quick cuts on the jobsite.

GTA 600 Professional saw stand
suitable for GTS 10 J Professional

NEW! GTS 10 J Professional
Rated power input (W)

1800

Saw blade diameter (mm)

254

Table size (mm)

642 x 572

Bevel setting (°L / °R)

47 / 2

Max. cutting capacity at 0° (mm)

Table size (mm)

450 x 520

Weight with / without accessories (kg) –
Weight (kg)

6.3

460 (right) / 210 (left)

Length of saw stand
with extension (mm)

–

Weight (kg)

26

Height of saw stand (mm)

602

Part number 110V

0 601 B30 560

Part number

0 601 B22 001

Part number 240V

0 601 B30 570

SSP Ex Vat

£99.00

SSP Ex Vat

£499.00

Information about the professional blue power tools and about accessories can be found at www.bosch-professional.co.uk
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Routers, planers
and sanders –
for visibly good
results.
There is no room for tolerance when working on
surfaces. Maximum precision is required when
routing. Material removal accurate to the millimetre
when planing. Perfect surfaces when sanding.
When it comes to this kind of work, Bosch power
tools again guarantee first-class results without
compromises.

ff Routers P. 30
ff Planers P. 34
ff Orbital sanders P. 35
ff Random orbit sanders P. 36
ff Overview of abrasives P. 40
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Bosch routers –
precise in all application ranges.
Whether you are routing profiles on solid wood or panel materials, rounding off edges, or flush-routing
veneers and laminates – the unique Bosch routing depth fine adjustment guarantees the best results.

GKF 600 Professional palm router
The handy specialist for edges
NEW! GMF 1600 CE Professional
multifunction router
The powerful plunge and fixed-base router with
Trigger Control

ff Very compact design and ergonomic grip area
allow for one-handed guidance, especially for
working on edges
ff Continuously variable routing depth adjustment
using the setting wheel and secure fitting of

ff Patented switch system in the handle (Trigger Control)

the motor enable exact setting and repeatable

for optimum control from the beginning

precision

ff Powerful 1600-watt motor with Constant Electronic

ff Comprehensive accessories in a sturdy

and Softstart for material-specific working

transport system for the many requirements

ff SDS quick-change system: for secure fitting of

of working on edges

the separate motor block, either in the plunge
or fixed-base unit

Rated power input (W)

GKF 600
Professional

GOF 900 CE
Professional

NEW! GMF 1600 CE
Professional

NEW! GOF 1600 CE
Professional

600

900

1600

1600

No-load speed (rpm)

33,000

12,000 – 24,000

10,000 – 25,000

10,000 – 25,000

Toolholder (mm)

6.0 – 8.0

6.0 – 8.0

8.0 – 12.7

8.0 – 12.7

Max. router cage stroke (mm)

–

50

73

73

Part number 110V

0 601 60A 160

0 601 614 641

–

–

Part number 240V

0 601 60A 170

0 601 614 642

0 601 624 072

0 601 624 070

Part number with L-BOXX 110V

0 601 619 742

–

0 601 624 062

0 601 624 060

Part number with L-BOXX 240V

–

–

0 601 624 072

0 601 624 070

SSP Ex Vat
SSP Ex Vat with L-BOXX

£152.00
–

£227.00
–

£TBC
£TBC

£TBC
£TBC

Information about the professional blue power tools and about accessories can be found at www.bosch-professional.co.uk
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Complete control when working on edges.
The slim grip circumference of the GKF 600
Professional palm router and the low centre
of gravity of the GMF 1600 CE multifunction
router’s fixed-base unit make both tools
perfect to handle and control – especially
when working on edges or with templates.

GFF 22 A Professional biscuit jointer
The precise specialist for wood joints
GOF 2000 CE Professional router
The robust precision plunge router

ff Robust metal angle guides with embossed
scales and lock-in points enable precise settings
for accurate joints

ff Robust 2000-watt motor, which has sufficient power
reserves for large routing diameters with its Constant
Electronic

ff 670 watts provide optimum power for making
frame, corner, longitudinal and cross joints
ff Tool-free routing depth adjustment for fast work

ff Lockable setting wheels and clamp levers guarantee

progress

repeatable precision up to 1/10 mm accuracy
ff The suspension of the plunge function can be switched
off for more convenient working at large routing depths
and in bench-mounted use

GOF 2000 CE
Professional

GFF 22 A
Professional

Rated power input (W)

2000

Rated power input (W)

670

No-load speed (rpm)

8,000 – 21,000

Max. cutting depth (mm)

22

Toolholder (mm)

8.0 – 12.7

Blade cutter diameter (mm)

105

Max. router cage stroke (mm)

65

Blade cutter diameter, bore (mm)

22

Part number 110V

0 601 619 741

Part number 110V

0 601 620 041

Part number 240V

0 601 619 742

Part number 240V

0 601 620 042

SSP Ex Vat

£430.00

SSP Ex Vat

£280.00

Information about the professional blue power tools and about accessories can be found at www.bosch-professional.co.uk
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The Bosch system for professional routers.
Our tools have an exceptionally precise system. So whether you are doing
constructive trimming work, working with templates, routing grooves or
working on edges – Bosch always has precisely the right solution for you.

The SDS template guides are designed to suit the Bosch

The GAS 50 M Professional is the ideal special extractor

routers perfectly, and they enable exact template routing

for dust-free working with Bosch hand-held circular

and tool-free mounting – for efficient working.

saws, jigsaws, routers and sanders. As a dust category
M certified wood extractor, it is also suitable for

The FSN Professional guide rails and the matching

extracting liquids. The Plus-Clean electromagnetic filter

FSN OFA Professional guide rail adapter form a system

cleaning system guarantees permanent suction power.

for enabling easy alignment and precise routing with fine
adjustment. The parallel guide with fine adjustment

The intelligent L-BOXX transport and storage system

does a perfect job of parallel-guiding all Bosch routers.

ensures safe transport and optimum storage of your

It is also available with extra-long bars.

router and its accessories. The L-BOXX is fully compatible
with the German TÜV-tested in-vehicle equipment system
from Sortimo.

GAS 50 M Professional*
Rated power input (W)

1200

Capacity (l)

50

Weight (kg)

15.8

Max. vacuum pressure (mbar)
Filter surface area

(cm2)

225
8,600

Part number

0 601 988 103

SSP Ex Vat

£N/A
*GAS 50 M is not available in the UK

Information about the professional blue power tools and about accessories can be found at www.bosch-professional.co.uk
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The Bosch system for professional routers.
1. SDS template guides

3. L-BOXX

4. G
 AS 50 M Professional wood
extractor

1. SDS template guide diameter

Part number

SSP Ex Vat

13 mm

2 609 200 138

£15.45

16 mm

2 609 000 471

£N/A

17 mm

2 609 200 139

£13.46

24 mm

2 609 200 140

£18.27

27 mm

2 609 200 141

£18.27

30 mm

2 609 200 142

£15.91

40 mm

2 609 200 312

£22.96

2. Guide rail and adapter / Parallel guide

Part number

SSP Ex Vat

FSN 1100 Professional

1 600 Z00 006

£74.00

FSN OFA Professional

1 600 Z00 00G

£TBC

Parallel guide with fine adjustment

2 607 001 387

£72.28

3. L-BOXX

Part number

SSP Ex Vat

L-BOXX 374

2 608 438 694

£66.75

L-BOXX 136

2 608 438 692

£45.43

4. Wood extractor*

Part number

SSP Ex Vat

GAS 50 M Professional

0 601 988 103

£N/A

*GAS 50 M is not available in the UK
Information about the professional blue power tools and about accessories can be found at www.bosch-professional.co.uk

Accessories for precise working

2. G
 uide rail and adapter /
Parallel guide
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Noticeably the best results –
professional planers and sanders.
Working on and finishing surfaces – quickly, comfortably and effectively. To enable you to do this,
Bosch planers not only have a powerful drive, they also have the unique Woodrazor system.
The Bosch orbital sander impresses with the finest surface finish and its excellent handling.

The 1-blade Woodrazor system for perfect
surfaces.
The patented Bosch Woodrazor system has
only one planer blade, so you no longer have
to go to the trouble of aligning a second
blade, and optimum results are guaranteed.
The Bosch Woodrazor reversible blades
are hard-wearing, ultra-sharp and durable
for perfect surfaces without the need for
subsequent finishing work.

GHO 26-82 Professional planer
The handy planer with lots of power

GHO 40-82 C Professional planer
The planer for the highest surface quality

ff Small, handy machine with powerful 710-watt

ff The highest surface quality due to ultra-sharp blades and

motor, ideal for all on-site fitting work
ff The fastest and least expensive blade changes

constant speed, even when working in hardwood
ff The fastest and least expensive blade changes on the market

on the market due to durable Woodrazor

due to durable Woodrazor reversible blades and the easiest

reversible blades and the easiest possible

possible adjustment
ff The longest lifetime due to precise aluminium bearing seat

adjustment
ff Comfortable working because chip clearance

and thermodynamic motor protection

can be set to either the right or left

GHO 26-82 Professional

GHO 40-82 C Professional

Rated power input (W)

710

850

Planing width (mm)

82

82

Adjustable depth of cut (mm)

0 – 2.6

0 – 4.0

Adjustable rebating depth (mm)

0–9

0 – 24

Weight (kg)

2.6

3.2

Part number 110V

0 601 594 341

0 601 59A 764

Part number 240V

0 601 594 342

0 601 59A 762

SSP Ex Vat

£134.00

£215.00

Information about the professional blue power tools and about accessories can be found at www.bosch-professional.co.uk
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Putting an end to fine dust.
Bosch is the only manufacturer
with a certification for air purity.
The Bosch micro-filters collect
90% of dusts, even particles 100
times finer than a human hair.
Another advantage is the collection
box, which removes the need for
expensive filter bags.

GSS 140 A Professional orbital sander
Every type of sanding sheet sits perfectly with
Easy-Fit

GSS 280 AE Professional orbital sander
The sander for the highest surface quality
ff High-quality sanding plates for the best surface quality

ff A perfect hold of the paper without creasing

and five times longer lifetime than rubber sanding plates

and tearing due to Bosch Easy-Fit System – for

ff Quiet and low-vibration for more comfortable working

Velcro-type paper and rolls of paper

ff Best bearing seal and high-quality aluminium bearing

ff Bosch micro-filter system: perfect, efficient dust

flange for smooth running and long lifetime of the motor

extraction
ff Ergonomic design with two softgrip surfaces for
two grip positions

GSS 140 A Professional

GSS 230 AE Professional

GSS 280 AE Professional

Rated power input (W)

180

300

330

Orbit diameter (mm)

1.6

2.4

2.4

Sanding plate width (mm)

113

92

114

Sanding plate length (mm)

105

182

226

Part number 110V

0 601 297 088

0 601 292 662

0 601 293 662

Part number 240V

0 601 297 090

0 601 292 663

0 601 293 663

SSP Ex Vat

£69.00

£158.00

£191.00

Information about the professional blue power tools and about accessories can be found at www.bosch-professional.co.uk
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The freehand experts –
professional blue random orbit sanders.
Bosch random orbit sanders ensure perfect surface results – even on curved and shaped
workpieces. Smooth running and freewheel brakes guarantee a surface finish free of scores
and an optimum material removal rate.

GEX 125-1 AE Professional
random orbit sander
Comfortable sanding in any work
position
ff Compact, ergonomic design with large
softgrip surfaces for variable grip positions

GEX 150 Turbo Professional random orbit sander
Three tools in one

and outstanding comfort
ff Bosch micro-filter system: perfect, efficient

ff Just one click: switch from fine sanding to coarse sanding
or polishing

dust extraction
ff Speed preselection for material-specific

ff Five times more material removal in turbo operation (coarse
sanding); the time-saving means that the tool pays for itself

working

after a few working hours
ff Longest lifetime thanks to perfect bearing seal, overload
protection and a robust turbo switch

GEX 125-1 AE Professional

GEX 150 Turbo Professional

Rated power input (W)

250

Rated power input (W)

600

Sanding pad diameter (mm)

125

Sanding pad diameter (mm)

150

Orbit diameter (mm)

2.5

Orbit diameter (mm)

4.5

No-load speed (rpm)

7,500 – 12,000

No-load speed (rpm)

3,100 – 6,650

Part number 110V

0 601 387 561

Part number 110V

0 601 250 782

Part number 240V

0 601 387 571

Part number 240V

0 601 250 783

SSP Ex Vat

£93.00

SSP Ex Vat

£269.00

Information about the professional blue power tools and about accessories can be found at www.bosch-professional.co.uk
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NEW! GEX 125-150 AVE Professional random orbit
sander
Minimal vibration: no more tingling in your hands
ff Unique vibration damping: the lowest vibration even in
continuous use
ff The highest surface quality: sanding unit is decoupled from
housing to ensure consistent contact pressure
ff Flexibility for every application range due to the choice of
using 150 mm or 125 mm sanding pad diameter

Faster results – less strain.
Extended periods of sanding work usually used to
lead to numbness in your hands that could last for
days. This is now a thing of the past. The new GEX
125-150 AVE Professional random orbit sander offers
the lowest vibration on the market. Its vibration level
is less than the critical limit of 2.5 m/s2. This is
achieved by completely decoupling the grip surfaces
from the motor housing using polymer elements.
It also has the best material removal rate in its class.
The sanding pad rests perfectly flat, so it delivers
the best surface results even when the contact
pressure is unevenly distributed.

NEW! GEX 125-150 AVE Professional
Rated power input (W)

400

Sanding pad diameter (mm)

125 / 150

Orbit diameter (mm)

4

No-load speed (rpm)

5,500 – 12,000

Part number with L-BOXX 110V

0 601 37B 160

Part number with L-BOXX 240V

0 601 37B 170

SSP Ex Vat with L-BOXX

£207.00

Information about the professional blue power tools and about accessories can be found at www.bosch-professional.co.uk
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The Bosch system for professional sanders.
Matching abrasives and reliable dust extraction expand the application
range of sanders. We pursue a strategy of innovation for this, especially
when it comes to abrasives.
The new abrasives range offers the right abrasive for

Sanding pads from Bosch are available in extra-soft,

virtually every requirement and application. For

soft and hard foams for every application.

outstanding results on the most common materials
from belt sanding through to hand sanding. Different

Sanding plates from Bosch increase the functionality

paper colours help you to choose the right sanding

of orbital sanders. There are sanding plates with a delta

paper/material combination. Red is our Best for Wood,

tip, extended sanding plates, sanding plates with and

whilst white is Best for Paint.

without Velcro-type fastening – and guaranteed the right
plate for every application.

When making abrasives, Bosch uses the many years of
experience of sia Abrasives, a company which recently

Dust-free working with the GAS 50 M Professional:

became part of Bosch. sia Abrasives is known as one of

this special extractor for wood is the ideal addition for

the world’s leading manufacturers of innovative abrasives.

clean, dust-free working. It reliably collects even the

The flexible abrasives are all produced at top quality in

finest particles, and it is even suitable for extracting liquids.

Switzerland. This ensures that, even when working on
demanding surfaces and valuable materials, the desired

The L-BOXX is the convenient, stackable transport system

sanding results can be achieved and a
 dditional costs

for Bosch sanders. Thanks to a wide range of accessories,

incurred by damaging workpieces are eliminated. From

it is individually configurable for power tools, accessories

abrasives for hand sanding through to the appropriate

and consumables.

abrasive for all conventional hand-held power tools:
Bosch offers the professional and complete range of
abrasives that professional trades people demand.

“When manufacturing rotor blades for wind turbines, the interaction between
sander and abrasive is a significant efficiency multiplier. Dialogue with professional
tradespeople resulted in the combination of the GEX 125-150 AVE Professional
with the Bosch ‘Best for Paint’ abrasive. Thanks to our many years of expertise,
we have succeeded in offering a convincing solution where the crucial factors are
material removal rate, surface quality and efficiency.”
Jürg Schnyder, sia applications specialist, abrasives competence centre, Frauenfeld

Information about the professional blue power tools and about accessories can be found at www.bosch-professional.co.uk
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The Bosch system for professional sanders.
1. Sanding pads

3. G
 AS 50 M Professional wood
extractor

4. L-BOXX

1. Sanding pads*

Part number

SSP Ex Vat

8 + 1 150 mm pad

2 608 601 185

£N/A

150 mm pad, soft

2 608 601 051

£16.21

150 mm pad, medium-hard

2 608 601 052

£16.21

150 mm pad, hard

2 608 601 053

£16.21

*For GEX 125-150 AVE Professional, GEX 150 AC Professional and GEX 125 AC Professional
2. Sanding plates*

Part number

SSP Ex Vat

Delta-shaped for GSS 230 Professional

2 608 000 189

£21.61

Extension for GSS 230 and GSS 280 Professional

2 608 000 190

£21.61

Adapter, 8 holes, 80 mm width

2 608 000071

£12.43

Adapter, 8 holes, 93 mm width

2 608 000072

£14.96

Adapter, 14 holes, 115 mm width

2 608 601 130

£N/A

3. Wood extractor**

Part number

SSP Ex Vat

GAS 50 M Professional

0 601 988 103

£N/A

4. L-BOXX

Part number

SSP Ex Vat

L-BOXX 136

2 608 438 692

£45.43

L-BOXX 236

2 608 438 693

£55.63

*For GSS 230 AE Professional and GSS 280 AE Professional

**GAS 50 M is not available in the UK

Information about the professional blue power tools and about accessories can be found at www.bosch-professional.co.uk

Accessories for the best sanding results

2. S
 anding plates

40 | Routers, planers, sanders

Overview – the right abrasive for every
application.
Finishing on curved surfaces, removing material on large surfaces or working in tight spaces –
Bosch offers relevant accessories for every application, and for every sander.
Surface
quality

Machines

Material
removal
rate

Suitable
for shapes
and radii

Suitable
for
corners
and edges

Paint

Application
previously: White Paint
100%

50%

Random orbit sanders for fine sanding
on flat and curved surfaces

K 40 – 400

0%
100%

50%

Delta sanders for perfect sanding into
the smallest corners

0%
100%

K 40 – 320

K 40 – 180

50%
Orbital sanders for large and perfect
surfaces and the finest finishing into
corners

K 40 – 320

0%
100%

50%

Belt sanders for the highest material
removal rate on large surfaces

0%
100%

50%

Orbital sanders and hand sanding

0%

K 40 – 320

Information about the professional blue power tools and about accessories can be found at www.bosch-professional.co.uk

K 40 – 320
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Wood

previously: Red Wood-top

previously: Red Wood

K 40 – 400

previously: Red Wood-eco

K 40 – 240

K 40 – 400

K 40 – 240

K 40 – 400

K 40 – 180

K 40 – 240

K 40 – 400

K 40 – 400

K 40 – 400

K 40 – 320

Sanding performance*
Best
Top-class abrasive accessories for the highest requirements

Expert
Abrasive accessories for high requirements

Professional
Abrasive accessories with good performance at an attractive price

0%

50%

100%

150%

200%

*Sanding performance = material removal rate and lifetime

Information about the professional blue power tools and about accessories can be found at www.bosch-professional.co.uk

K 40 – 240
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43

A direct hit
every time –
Bosch nailers and
staplers.
Power, precision and robustness – From f raming
nailer for frame construction to a finishing nailer
for interior fitting work or brad nailer and stapler
for furniture construction: these tools guarantee
you a fast work progress and neat and efficient
working thanks to the innovative Bosch Full Force
Technology or the Wood Protection System.

ff Framing nailers P. 44
ff Finishing nailers P. 45
ff Brad nailer P. 46
ff Stapler P. 46
ff Coil nailer P. 47

44 | Pneumatic nailers

Hard on the nail, soft on the wood –
innovative Bosch pneumatic nailers.
Bosch pneumatic nailers feature powerful drives for optimum work progress and compactness for
working in any position. Thanks to the unique Wood Protection System, they are also gentle on the
workpiece.

GSN 90-21 RK Professional,
GSN 90-34 DK Professional and NEW! GSN 100-34 DK Professional framing nailers
The powerful tools for optimum work progress
ff Full power, even at high firing frequency, due to innovative Full Force Technology
ff Fast work progress due to tool-free release of the magazine when nails are jammed in the firing channel
ff Compact design for more comfortable working, even in continuous use

GSN 90-21 RK
Professional

GSN 90-34 DK
Professional

NEW! GSN 100-34 DK
Professional

Application

Roof and frame construction

Roof and frame construction

Roof and frame construction

Angle

21°

34°

34°

Nail type

Full head strip nail

Strip nail with D head

D head

Nail diameter (mm)

2.8 – 3.8

2.8 – 3.8

2.8 – 3.3

Nail length (mm)

50 – 90

50 – 90

60 – 100

Operating pressure (bar)

5–8

5–8

5–8

Weight (kg)

3.9

3.8

4.0

Part number

0 601 491 001

0 601 491 301

0 601 491 501

SSP Ex Vat

£311.00

£311.00

£311.00

Information about the professional blue power tools and about accessories can be found at www.bosch-professional.co.uk
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Wood

Protection
System

GSK 64 Professional
and NEW! GSK 64-34 Professional
finishing nailers
The compact tools for every work position
ff Very compact tool design also enables work in
hard-to-reach areas
ff Quick and easy drive-depth adjustment by means
of tool-free setting on the tool
ff Wood Protection System means no blank firing,
thus preventing damage to the workpiece

Optimum workpiece protection: Wood Protection System.
Wood

Protection
System

The Wood Protection System from Bosch protects the
wood by disabling the triggering mechanism when the
magazine is empty (on GSK 64 Professional, GSK 50

Professional and GTK 40 Professional). Your advantage: the workpiece
cannot be damaged by the striking pin and the tool components are
not strained by blank firing. In addition to this, all muzzles on these
Bosch pneumatic nailers are equipped with a detachable rubber
tip – for optimum workpiece protection.

GSK 64 Professional

NEW! GSK 64-34 Professional

Application

Fastening

Interior fitting work

Angle

0°

34°

Nail type

Finish nail

Brad nail

Nail diameter (mm)

1.6

1.8

Nail length (mm)

25 – 64

32 – 64

Operating pressure (bar)

5– 8

5–8

Weight (kg)

1.6

1.6

Part number

0 601 491 901

0 601 491 903

SSP Ex Vat

£176.00

£176.00

Information about the professional blue power tools and about accessories can be found at www.bosch-professional.co.uk
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Wood

Protection
System

GSK 50 Professional brad nailer and GTK 40 Professional stapler
The precise tools for flawless finishing
ff Slim design for precise positioning at the fastening point
ff Wood Protection System means no blank firing, thus preventing damage to the workpiece
ff Rubber-coated tip prevents damage to valuable surfaces

GSK 50 Professional

GTK 40 Professional

Application

Fastening

Fastening

Angle

0°

0°

Nail type

Brad

Narrow crown staple

Nail diameter (mm)

1.2

1.2

Nail length (mm)

15 – 50

15 – 40

Operating pressure (bar)

5–8

5–8

Weight (kg)

1.1

1.1

Part number

0 601 491 D01

0 601 491 G01

SSP Ex Vat

£103.00

£103.00

Information about the professional blue power tools and about accessories can be found at www.bosch-professional.co.uk
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Comparable
competitor tool

Bosch pneumatic nailer

Every second counts, every nail is driven perfectly:
Bosch Full Force Technology.
The Full Force Technology (standard on all Bosch
pneumatic nailers) has been developed and patented
by Bosch. It has a new type of valve system that
reduces the size of the pressure chamber without sacrificing
impact energy. This makes the tool more compact and accelerates
the build-up of pressure in the tool. It therefore enables you to
drive nails in flush even at high firing frequency – for less reworking
and higher productivity.

Wood

Protection
System

NEW! GCN 45-15 Professional coil nailer
The robust tool for exact positioning
ff Robust construction with additional protectors for high reliability
and perfect protection of the tool
ff Carbide-reinforced muzzle for a long lifetime
ff Tool-free adjustable stop for perfect positioning on roof shingles
of different sizes

NEW! GCN 45-15 Professional
Application

Roof construction

Angle

15°

Nail type

Wire-collated coil nails

Nail diameter (mm)

3

Nail length (mm)

19 – 45

Operating pressure (bar)

5–8

Weight (kg)

2.4

Part number

0 601 491 C01

SSP Ex Vat

£269.00

Information about the professional blue power tools and about accessories can be found at www.bosch-professional.co.uk
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Bosch cordless
screwdrivers
and drywall
screwdrivers –
the right tool for
every job.
Bosch lithium-ion cordless tools for professionals
from 3.6 to 36 volts impress with their extremely
long battery runtime, optimum weight and extreme
durability. With more than 50 lithium-ion products,
Bosch has a comprehensive range of cordless tools –
also especially for woodworking, such as cordless
jigsaws, circular saws and sabre saws.
Bosch drywall screwdrivers are ideal for driving
rows of screws and for comfortable continuous use.
Due to their versatility and comprehensive
accessories, Bosch cordless and drywall
screwdrivers ensure that you have the right tool
for every job.

ff Cordless screwdrivers P. 50
ff Cordless drill/drivers P. 51
ff Drywall screwdrivers P. 52

50 | Cordless screwdrivers, cordless drill/drivers and drywall screwdrivers

Compact. Powerful. Cordless.
A selection of our cordless screwdrivers.
Cordless screwdrivers with Bosch lithium-ion technology set new standards in compact size,
capability and reliability. These tools impress with their extremely long battery runtime,
optimum weight and durability.
More cordless tools at: www.bosch-professional.com/gb/en

NEW! GSR 10,8-2-LI Professional
cordless screwdriver
The shortest high-power tool in its class
NEW! GSR Mx2Drive Professional
cordless screwdriver
Maximum power in trouser-pocket size

ff At 169 mm it has the shortest design in its class

ff Maximum power: innovative 2-speed gearbox allows

ff Professional performance: 2-speed gearbox ensures

for optimum handling, especially when performing
drilling and screwdriving applications overhead
and in tight spaces

for the gear to be changed without interruption
by the on/off switch, and provides a powerful 10 Nm
ff Fast and precise due to optimum gear ratio: fast

a powerful 30 Nm when drilling (up to 19 mm) and
screwdriving (up to 7 mm)
ff Professional quality 10 mm Auto-Lock drill chuck

driving in 2nd gear (580 rpm) – precise and flush
driving in 1st gear (150 rpm)
ff Extremely compact: very short head length (only
158 mm) and low weight (only 0.5 kg) – fits in any
trouser pocket

NEW! GSR 10,8-2-LI Professional

NEW! GSR Mx2Drive Professional
Weight including battery (kg)

0.5

Battery capacity (Ah)

1.3

Max. screw diameter (mm)

5

Max. torque
10
(hard screwdriving applications) (Nm)

Weight including battery (kg)

0.95

Battery capacity (Ah)

1.3

Max. screw diameter (mm)

7

Toolholder

10 mm Auto-Lock

Max. drilling diameter in wood (mm)

19

Speed in 1st gear / 2nd gear (rpm)

0 – 350 / 1,300

Max. torque
30
(hard screwdriving applications) (Nm)

Speed in 1st gear / 2nd gear (rpm)

150 / 0 – 580

Part number
(1 x 1.3 Ah battery, carton)

0 601 9A2 170

Part number
Body only

0 601 868 101

Part number
(2 x 1.3 Ah batteries, plastic box)

0 601 9A2 171

with Carton
with L-BOXX ready

0 601 868 170
0 601 868 171

SSP Ex Vat Carton

£56.00

SSP Ex Vat (Plastic box)

£72.00

SSP Ex Vat Body Only
SSP Ex Vat Carton
SSP Ex Vat with L-BOXX ready

£73.00
£148.00
£171.00

Information about the professional blue power tools and about accessories can be found at www.bosch-professional.co.uk
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Bosch cordless tools – the right tool for every job.
With more than 50 lithium-ion products, Bosch has a
comprehensive range of cordless tools – also especially
for woodworking, such as cordless jigsaws, circular saws
and sabre saws.
More information can be found in the current cordless
catalogue or at www.bosch-professional.com/gb/en

GSR 14,4-2-LI and GSR 18-2-LI Professional
cordless drill/drivers
The lightest tools in their class

GSR 14,4 V-LI and 18 V-LI Professional
cordless drill/drivers
The shortest endurance runners

ff Lowest weight at only 1.3 kg (14.4 Volt)

ff Extremely compact due to shortest design (only
185 mm) in their class and low weight (only 1.7 kg,

ff Perfect handling due to very short design (head

14.4 Volt / 3.0 Ah) for perfect handling

length of only 196 mm) and slim, ergonomic grip

ff Up to 500 screws (6 x 60 mm in softwood) with only

circumference

one battery charge (18 Volt / 3.0 Ah)

ff Newly developed 2-speed planetary gearbox for a

ff Powerful 67 Nm (18 Volt) due to newly

powerful and versatile range of applications when

developed gearbox design and new 4-pole Bosch

screwdriving and drilling

high-performance motor

GSR 14,4-2-LI
Professional

GSR 18-2-LI
Professional

GSR 14,4 V-LI
Professional

GSR 18 V-LI
Professional

Weight including battery (kg)

1.3

1.4

1.7

1.8

Battery capacity (Ah)

1.3 (Compact)

1.3 (Compact)

3.0 (Premium)

3.0 (Premium)

Max. screw diameter (mm)

7

8

7

8

Max. drilling diameter in wood (mm)

25

29

32

35

Speed in 1st gear / 2nd gear (rpm)

0 – 400 / 1,250

0 – 400 / 1,300

0 – 500 / 1,600

0 – 500 / 1,700

Max. torque (hard screwdriving applications) (Nm) 38

45

60

67

Part number
Body only

–

–

0 601 866 001

0 601 866 101

with Carton
with L-BOXX ready

0 601 9A4 475
0 601 9A4 470

0 601 9A4 375
0 601 9A4 370

0 601 866 071
0 601 866 070

0 601 866 171
0 601 866 170

SSP Ex Vat Body only
SSP Ex Vat with Carton
SSP Ex Vat with L-BOXX ready

–
£177.00
£198.00

–
£197.00
£223.00

£83.00
£170.00
£223.00

£92.00
£179.00
£231.00

Information about the professional blue power tools and about accessories can be found at www.bosch-professional.co.uk
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From powerful to fast –
the new drywall screwdrivers.
The drywall screwdrivers are designed for quick and efficient screwdriving, driving rows of
screws, and for comfortable continuous use. All of the tools have an ergonomic design, a lock-on
button for continuous operation, and they can be comfortably operated with only one hand.

NEW! GSR 6-25 TE Professional
drywall screwdriver
The powerful drywall screwdriver
ff High torque enables powerful screwdriving
ff Comfortable working due to ergonomic design
and depth stop that can be operated with one

NEW! GSR 6-45 TE Professional
drywall screwdriver
The universal drywall screwdriver

hand
ff Precise screwdriving to a constant depth due

ff Optimum coordination of torque and speed enables
a wide range of applications

to exact shut-off clutch

ff Comfortable working due to ergonomic design and
depth stop that can be operated with one hand
ff Precise screwdriving to a constant depth due to exact
shut-off clutch

NEW! GSR 6-25 TE
Professional

NEW! GSR 6-45 TE
Professional

Rated power input (W)

701

701

Max. torque
(soft screwdriving applications) (Nm)

20

12

Toolholder

1/4" internal hexagon

1/4" internal hexagon

No-load speed (rpm)

0 – 2,500

0 – 4,500

Weight without cable (kg)

1.5

1.4

Self-drilling screw diameter (mm)

6

6

Part number 110V

0 601 445 060

0 601 445 160

Part number 240V

0 601 445 0P0

0 601 445 1P0

SSP Ex Vat

£171.00

£145.00

Information about the professional blue power tools and about accessories can be found at www.bosch-professional.co.uk
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Efficiency added on: the collated screwgun attachment for
Bosch drywall screwdrivers.
The MA 55 Professional collated screwgun attachment is available
as a system accessory (Part no.: 1 600 Z00 00Y) that can be
added on to the GSR 6-25 TE and GSR 6-45 TE Professional.
It can be mounted, dismantled and adjusted without the need
for additional tools. Designed for high RPMs, it enables you to
precisely drive rows of screws at top speed.

NEW! GSR 6-45 TE drywall screwdriver +
MA 55 Professional
The efficient drywall solution
ff Enables precise driving of rows of screws at top

NEW! GSR 6-60 TE Professional
drywall screwdriver
The extremely fast drywall screwdriver

speed
ff Tool-free adjustment and mounting / dismantling of
the collated screwgun attachment
ff Comfortable working due to ergonomic design and

ff High speed enables very fast fixing of plasterboards
ff Comfortable working due to ergonomic design and
depth stop that can be operated with one hand
ff Precise screwdriving to a constant depth due to exact

low weight

shut-off clutch

NEW! GSR 6-45 TE +
MA 55 Professional

NEW! GSR 6-60 TE
Professional

Rated power input (W)

701

701

Max. torque
(soft screwdriving applications) (Nm)

12

12

Toolholder

1/4" internal hexagon

1/4" internal hexagon

No-load speed (rpm)

0 – 4,500

0 – 6,000

Weight without cable (kg)

1.8

1.4

Self-drilling screw diameter (mm)

6

6

Part number 110V

0 601 445 161 (with L-BOXX)

0 601 445 260

Part number 240V

0 601 445 1P0 (with L-BOXX)

0 601 445 2P0

SSP Ex Vat

£280.00

£171.00

Information about the professional blue power tools and about accessories can be found at www.bosch-professional.co.uk
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Mobile working –
clever solutions for safe tool storage and
easy transport.
The Bosch L-BOXX is the intelligent, modular transport and storage system for power tools,
accessories and consumables.

The L-BOXX – space for tools and more.
Anybody who has to transport multiple tools and
accessories is almost certainly going to need the
L-BOXX. The blue boxes are available in 4 sizes,
they are easily clicked together, and they can
carry up to 40 kg in total when stacked together.
Each L-BOXX can hold up to 25 kg and can be
individually configured as required.

L-BOXX
The intelligent transport and storage system
ff Unbeatably easy system of clicking together and separating the different
L-BOXXes for transporting multiple power tools and accessories
ff Exclusive compatibility with the German TÜV-tested in-vehicle equipment
system from Sortimo
ff Flexible options for storing power tools, accessories and consumables due
to Sortimo’s wide range of accessories
ff Very robust lid: fully splash-protected and a load bearing capacity of up to 100 kg
L-BOXX 102

L-BOXX 136

L-BOXX 238

L-BOXX 374

Outer dimensions (L x W x H) (mm)

442 x 357 x 117

442 x 357 x 151

442 x 357 x 253

442 x 357 x 389

Inner dimensions (L x W x H) (mm)

378 x 313 x 71

378 x 311 x 107

378 x 306 x 209

378 x 296 x 345

Weight (kg)

2.1

2.2

2.8

3.4

Part number

2 608 438 691

2 608 438 692

2 608 438 693

2 608 438 694

SSP Ex Vat

£42.18

£45.43

£55.63

£66.75

Information about the professional blue power tools and about accessories can be found at www.bosch-professional.co.uk
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Bosch saw stands for benchtop tools are assembled in seconds and are also convenient to transport
on uneven construction site terrain.

Unlimited flexibility –
the mobility concept for benchtop saws.
The GTA 2500 W Professional and GTA 60 W
Professional saw stands are a means of
transport and a work bench in one. They fit
all Bosch mitre saws, sliding mitre saws,
gliding mitre saws and tables saws. They are
assembled and dismantled with only one
lever movement, without having to remove
the benchtop saw.

GTA 60 W Professional and GTA 2500 W Professional saw stands
For table saws or for mitre saws and sliding mitre saws
ff Double the benefit: a means of transport and a work bench in one
ff Easy to assemble and dismantle with only one lever movement, without having to
remove the benchtop saw

GTA 60 W Professional
(for table saws)

GTA 2500 W Professional
(for mitre saws)

Length of saw stand unfolded (mm)

1220

1220

Height of saw stand unfolded (mm)

622

864

Weight (kg)

24

35

Part number

0 601 B12 000

0 601 B12 100

SSP Ex Vat

£183.00

£280.00

Information about the professional blue power tools and about accessories can be found at www.bosch-professional.co.uk

